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We believe that at the heart of understandingreading and writingconnections one
must begin to view reading and writingas essentially similar processes of meaning
construction.Both are acts of composing. From a reader's perspective, meaning is
created as a reader uses his background of experience togetherwith the author's
cues to come to grips both with what the writeris gettinghim to do or thinkand
what the reader decides and creates for himself. As a writerwrites, she uses her
own background of experience to generate ideas and, in order to produce a text
which is considerate to her idealized reader, filtersthese draftsthroughher judgements about what her reader's background of experience will be, what she wants to
say, and what she wants to get the reader to thinkor do. In a sense both reader and
writermust adapt to theirperceptions about theirpartnerin negotiatingwhat a text
means.
Witness if you will the phenomenon which was apparent as both writersand
readers were asked to think aloud during the generation of, and later response to,
directionsforputtingtogethera water pump (Tierney et al., in press; Tierney 1983).
As Tierney (1983) reported:
At pointsin thetext,the mismatchbetweenreaders'think-alouds
and writers7
thinkalouds was apparent:Writerssuggestedconcernswhichreadersdid not focusupon
- so I
(e.g., I'm going to have to watchmy pronounshere. . . . It's ratherstubborn
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bettertellhow to push it hard... he shouldsee thatitlooksverymuchlikea syringe),
and readersexpressedconcernswhichwritersdid notappearto consider(I'm wondering whyI should do this . . . whatfunctiondoes it serve).As writersthoughtaloud,
theywouldoften
generatedtext,and movedto thenextsetofsub-assemblydirections,
commentaboutthewriters'
craftas readersmight(e.g., no confusionthere.. . . Thaťs
a fairlycleardescriptor. . . and we've alreadydefinedwhatthatis). Therewas also a
sense in which writersmarkedtheircompositionswith an "okay" as if the "okay"
markeda movementfroma turnas readerto a turnas writer.Analysesofthereaders'
thinkaloudssuggestedthatthe readersoftenfeltfrustrated
by the writers'failureto
explainwhytheywere doingwhattheywere doing. Also thereaderswereoftencritand accuracy.There
ical ofthewriter's
, includingwriters'choiceofwords,clarity,
craft
character
as ifthe
was a sense in whichthe readers'thinkaloudsassumed a reflexive
thetexts.Ifone perceivedthereadersas craftpersons,
readerswererewriting
unwilling
to blame theirtools foran ineffective
product,thenone mightview the readersas
unwillingto let the textprovidedstandin theway of theirsuccessfulachievementof
theirgoals or pursuitof understanding,
(p. 150)
These data and other descriptions of the reading act (e.g., Bruce 1981; Collins,
Brown and Larkin 1970; Rosenblatt 1976, 1980; Tompkins 1980) are consistentwith
the view that texts are written and read in a tug of war between authors and
readers. These think-alouds highlightthe kinds of internalstrugglesthatwe all face
(whether consciously or unconsciously) as we compose the meaning of a text in
frontof us.
Few would disagree that writers compose meaning. In this paper we argue
that readers also compose meaning (that there is no meaning on the page until a
reader decides there is). We will develop this position by describing some aspects
of the composing process held in parallel by reading and writing. In particular,we
will address the essential characteristicsof effectivecomposing: planning, drafting,
aligning, revising and monitoring.
Planning
As a writerinitiallyplans her writing, so a reader plans his reading. Planning involves two complementary processes: goal-setting and knowledge mobilization.
Taken together, they reflectsome commonly accepted behaviors, such as setting
purposes, evaluating one's currentstate of knowledge about a topic, focussing or
narrowingtopics and goals, and self-questioning.
Flower and Hayes (1981) have suggested that a writer's goals may be procedural (e.g., how do I approach this topic), substantive (e.g., I want to say somethingabout how rocketswork), or intentional(e.g., I want to convince people of the
problem). So may a reader's goals be procedural (e.g., I want to get a sense of this
topic overall), substantive (e.g., I need to find out about the relationship between
England and France), or intentional (e.g., I wonder what this author is tryingto
say) or some combination of all three. These goals can be embedded in one another
or addressed concurrently;they may be conflictingor complementary.As a reader
reads (just as when a writerwrites) goals may emerge, be discovered, or change.
For example, a reader or writermay broaden, fine tune, redefine,delete, or replace
goals. A fourthgrade writerwhom we interviewed about a project he had completed on American Indians illustratesthese notions well: As he stated his changing
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goals, "... I began with the topic of Indians but that was too broad, I decided to
narrowmy focus on Hopis, but thatwas not what I was reallyinterestedin. Finally,
I decided that what I really wanted to learn about was medicine men ... I really
found some interestingthings to write about." In coming to grips with his goals
our writersuggested both procedural and substantive goals. Note also that he refined his goals prior to drafting.In preparationforreading or writinga draft,goals
usually change; mostly they become focussed at a level of specificitysufficientto
allow the reading or writingto continue. Consider how a novel might be read. We
begin reading a novel to discover the plot, yet find ourselves asking specific ques- how she uses the language
tions about events and attending to the author's craft
to create certain effects.
The goals that readers or writers set have a symbiotic relationship with the
knowledge they mobilize, and together they influence what is produced or
understood in a text (Anderson, Reynolds, Schallert and Goetz 1977; Anderson,
Pichert and Shirey 1979; Hays and Tierney 1981; Tierney and Mosenthal 1981). A
writerplans what she wants to say with the knowledge resources at her disposal.
Our fourthgrade writer changed his goals as a function of the specificityof the
knowledge domain to which he successively switched. Likewise readers,
depending on theirlevel of topic knowledge and what theywant to learn fromtheir
reading, vary the goals they initiate and pursue. As an example of this symbiosis in
a reader, consider the followingstatementfroma reader of PsychologyToday.
articledealingwithwomenin
I pickedup an issue oí Psychology
Today.One particular
moviescaughtmyattention.I guess it was the photosof Streep,Fonda, Lange, that
me. As I had seen mostof theirrecentmoviesI feltas ifI knewsomething
interested
aboutthetopic.As I startedreading,theauthorhad me recallingmyreactionsto these
movies(Streepin "Sophie's Choice/' Lange in "Tootsie,"Fonda in "Julia").At firstI
intendedto glanceat the article.But as I read on, recallingvariousscenes,I became
more and more interestedin the author'sperspective.Now thatmy reactionswere
was able to convinceme ofhercase
a feminist)
nicelymobilized,thisauthor(definitely
as
I had notrealizedtheextentto whichwomenare eitherportrayed
forstereotyping.
in theirown right.This
thevictim,castwithmen,or notdevelopedat all as a character
authorcarriedme backthroughthesemoviesand revealedthingsI had notrealized.It
was as ifI had myown purposesin mindbut I saw thingsthroughhereyes.
What is interestingin this example is how the reader's knowledge about filmsand
feminismwas mobilized at the same time as his purposes became graduallywelded
to those of the author's. The reader went fromalmost freeassociation, to reflection,
to directed study of what he knew. It is this directed study of what one knows that
is so importantin knowledge mobilization. A writerdoes not just throw out ideas
randomly; she carefullyplans the placement of ideas in text so that each idea acquires just the rightdegree of emphasis in text.A successful reader uses his knowledge just as carefully;at just the rightmoment he accesses just the rightknowledge
structuresnecessary to interpretthe textat hand in a way consistentwith his goals.
Note also how the goals a reader sets can determine the knowledge he calls up; at
the same time, that knowledge, especially as it is modified in conjunction with the
reader's engagement of the text, causes him to alter his goals. Initially, a reader
might "brainstorm" his store of knowledge and maybe organize some of it (e.g.,
clusteringideas using general questions such as who, what, when, where, or why
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or developing outlines). Some readers mightmake notes; others mightmerelythink
about what they know, how this informationclusters,and what they want to pursue. Or, just as a writersometimes uses a firstdraftto explore what she knows and
what she wants to say, so a reader might scan the text as a way of fine tuning the
range of knowledge and goals to engage, creatinga kind of a "draft" reading of the
text.It is to this topic of draftingthat we now turnyour attention.
Drafting
We define draftingas the refinementof meaning which occurs as readers and writers deal directlywith the printon the page. All of us who have had to write something(be it an article,a novel, a memo, a letter,or a theme), know just how difficult
gettingstartedcan be. Many of us feel that if we could only get a drafton paper, we
could rework and revise our way to completion. We want to argue that getting
startedis just as importanta step in reading. What every reader needs, like every
writer,is a firstdraft.And the firststep in producing that draftis findingthe right
"lead." Murray (1982) describes the importanceof findingthe lead:
The lead is thebeginningofthebeginning,thosefewlinesthereadermayglanceat in
deciding to read or pass on. These few words- fifty,forty,thirty,twenty,tenestablishthe tone, the pointof view, the order,the dimensionsof the article.In a
sense,theentirearticleis coiled in thefirstfewwordswaitingto be released.
An article,perhapseven a book, can onlysay one thingand when thelead is found,
thewriterknowswhatis includedin thearticleand whatis leftout,whatmustbe left
out. As one word is chosenforthe lead anotherrejected,as a commais put in and
anothertakenaway,thelead beginsto feelrightand thepressurebuilds up untilit is
almostimpossiblenotto write,(p. 99)
From a reader's perspective, the key points to note fromMurray's description
are these: 1) "the entire article is coiled in these firstfew words waiting to be
released," and 2) "the lead begins to feel right. ..." The reader, as he reads, has
that same feelingas he begins to drafthis understandingof a text.The whole point
of hypothesis testing models of reading like those of Goodman (1967) and Smith
(1971) is that the currenthypothesis one holds about what a text means creates
strong expectations about what succeeding text ought to address. So strong are
these hypotheses, these "coilings," these drafts of meaning a reader creates that
incoming textfailingto cohere with them may be ignored or rejected.
Follow us as we describe a hypothetical reader and writer beginning their
initial drafts.
A reader opens his or her textbook,magazine or novel; a writerreaches forhis
pen. The reader scans the pages for a place to begin; the writer holds the pen
poised. The reader looks over the firstfew lines of the articleor storyin search of a
sense of what the general scenario is. (This occurs whether the reader is reading a
murdermystery,a newspaper account of unemployment,or a magazine articleon
underwaterlife.) Our writersearches forthe lead statementor introductionto her
text. For the reader, knowing the scenario may involve knowing that the storyis
about women engaged in career advancement froma feministperspective,knowing
Toward a Composing Model of Reading
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the murder mysteryinvolves the death of a wealthy husband vacationing abroad.
For the writer,establishing the scenario involves prescribingthose few ideas which
introduce or define the topic. Once established, the reader proceeds through the
text, refiningand building upon his sense of what is going on; the writer does
likewise. Once the writerhas found the "right" lead, she proceeds to develop the
plot, expositions, or descriptions. As the need to change scenarios occurs, so the
process is repeated. From a schema-theoreticperspective, coming to grips with a
lead statementor, if you are a reader, gleaning an initial scenario, can be viewed as
schema selection (which is somewhat equivalent to choosing a script for a play);
fillingin the slots or refiningthe scenario is equivalent to schema instantiation.
As our descriptions of a hypotheticalreader suggest, what drives reading and
writingis this desire to make sense of what is happening- to make things cohere.
A writer, achieves that fit by deciding what informationto include and what to
withhold. The reader accomplishes that fitby fillingin gaps (it must be early in the
morning) or making uncued connections (he must have become angrybecause they
lost the game). All readers, like all writers,ought to strive forthis fitbetween the
whole and the parts and among the parts. Unfortunately,some readers and writers
are satisfied with a piecemeal experience (dealing with each part separately), or,
alternatively,a sense of the whole without a sense of how the parts relate to it.
Other readers and writersbecome "bogged down" in theirdesire to achieve a perfecttextor "fit" on the firstdraft.For language educators our task is to help readers
and writersto achieve the best fit among the whole and the parts. It is with this
concern in mind that we now consider the role of alignment and then revision.
Aligning
In conjunction with the planning and draftinginitiated, we believe that the alignment a reader or writeradopts can have an overriding influence on a composer's
ability to achieve coherence. We see alignment as having two facets: stances a
reader or writerassumes in collaboration with their author or audience, and roles
within which the reader or writer immerse themselves as they proceed with the
topic. In otherwords, as readers and writersapproach a texttheyvary the nature of
their stance or collaboration with their author (if they are a reader) or audience (if
they are a writer)and, in conjunction with this collaboration, immerse themselves
in a varietyof roles. A writer's stance toward her readers might be intimate,challenging or quite neutral. And, within the contextsof these collaborations she might
share what she wants to say through characters or as an observer of events.
Likewise, a reader can adopt a stance toward the writerwhich is sympathetic,critical or passive. And, within the context of these collaborations, he can immerse
himselfin the textas an observer or eye witness, participantor character.
As we have suggested, alignment results in certain benefits. Indeed, direct
and indirectsupport forthe facilitativebenefitsof adopting alignmentscomes from
research on a varietyof fronts.For example, schema theoreticstudies involving an
analysis of the influence of a reader's perspective have shown that if readers are
given differentalignments prior to or afterreading a selection, they will vary in
what and how much theywill recall (Pichert 1979; Spiro 1977). For example, readers
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told to read a descriptionof a house fromthe perspective of a homebuyeror burglar
tend to recall more informationand are more apt to include in their recollections
informationconsistentwith theirperspective. Furthermore,when asked to consider
an alternative perspective these same readers were able to generate information
which they previously had not retrieved and which was important to the new
perspective. Researchers interested in the effectsof imaging have examined the
effectsof visualizing- a formof alignment which we would argue is equivalent to
eye witnessing. Across a number of studies it has been shown thatreaders who are
encouraged to visualize usually perform better on comprehension tasks (e.g.,
Sodoski, in press). The work on children's development of the ability to recognize
point of view (Hay and Brewer 1982; Applebee 1978) suggests that facilitywith
alignmentdevelops with comprehension maturity.From our own interviews with
young readers and writers we have found that the identificationwith characters
and immersion in a storyreported by our interviewees accounts for much of the
vibrancy,sense of controland fulfillmentexperienced during reading and writing.
Likewise, some of the research analyzing proficientwritingsuggests that proficient
writers are those writers who, when they read over what they have written,
commenton the extentto which theirstoryand charactersare engaging (Birnbaum
1982). A number of studies in both psychotherapyand creativityprovide support
forthe importanceof alignment. For purposes of generatingsolutions to problems,
psychotherapistshave found it useful to encourage individuals to exchange roles
(e.g., mother with daughter). In an attempt to generate discoveries, researchers
have had experts identifywith the experiences of inanimate objects (e.g., paint on
metal) as a means of considering previously inaccessible solutions (e.g., a paint
which does not peel).
Based upon these findings and our own observations, we hypothesize that
adopting an alignment is akin to achieving a footholdfromwhich meaning can be
more readily negotiated. Justas a filmmakercan adopt and vary the angle from
which a scene is depicted in order to maximize the richness of a filmgoer's experience, so too can a reader and writeradopt and vary the angle fromwhich language meanings are negotiated. This suggests, forlanguage educators, support for
those questions or activities which help readers or writerstake a stance on a topic
and immerse themselves in the ideas or story. This might entail having students
read or write with a definite point of view or attitude. It might suggest having
students project themselves into a scene as a character,eye witness or object (imagine you are Churchill,a reporter,the sea). This mightoccur at the hands of questioning, dramatization,or simply role playing. In line with our hypothesis, we believe that in these contexts students almost spontaneously acquire a sense of the
whole as well as the parts.
To illustratehow the notion of alignment might manifest itselffor different
readers, consider the following statement offered by a professor describing the
stances he takes while reading an academic paper:
WhenI readsomething
forthefirsttime,I readit argumentatively.
I also findlaterthat
I made marginalnotationsthatwerequite nastlylike,"You'recrazy!"or "Whydo you
wantto say that?"Sometimestheyare not reallyfairand that'swhyI reallythinkto
read philosophyyou have to read it twice.. . . The second timeyou read it overyou
Toward a Composing Model of Reading
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to defendthe
shouldreadit as sympathetically
as possible.Thistimeyou readit trying
thatyou made thefirsttimethrough.You readevery
personagainsttheverycriticisms
'This guywho
sentenceand ifthereis an issue thatbothersyou,you say to yourself,
wrotethis is reallyverysmart.It sounds like what he is sayingis wrong;I mustbe
him.Whatcouldhe reallywantto be saying?"(Freeman1981,p. 11)
misunderstanding
Also, consider Eleanor Gibson's description of how she approaches the work of
Jane Austen:
Her novelsare not forairportreading.Theyare forreadingover and over,savoring
thebestofthem,and gettingan even deeperunderstanding
everyphrase,memorizing
of Jane's"sense of humancomedy.. . As I read the book forperhapsthe twentyfifthtime,I considerwhat point she is tryingto make in the similaritiesand differencesbetweenthecharacters.... I want to discoverformyselfwhatthissensitive
and perceptiveindividualis tryingto tellme. SometimesI onlywantto sinkback and
enjoyit and laughmyself.(Gibsonand Levin 1975,pp. 458-460)
Our professor adjusted his stance from critic to sympatheticcoauthor across differentreadings. Our reader of Austen was, at times, a highlyactive and sympathetic collaboratorand, at other times, more neutral and passive.
Obviously, the text itselfprompts certain alignments. For example, consider
how an author's choice of words, arguments, or selection of genre may invite a
reader to assume differentstances and, in the contextof these collaborations, differentroles.1 The opening paragraph of Wolfe's ElectricKool-Aid Acid Test (1977)
illustrateshow the use of firstperson along with the descriptive power of words
(e.g., cramped . . . metal bottom . . . rising . . . rolling . . . bouncing) compels the
reader to engage in a sympatheticcollaboration with an author and be immersed as
an active participantin a truckride across the hills of San Francisco.
That'sgood thinkingthere,Cool Breeze.Cool Breezeis a kid with3 or 4 days' beard
sittingnextto me on the crampedmetalbottomof the open back partof the pickup
truck.Bouncingalong. Dipping and risingand rollingon theserottenspringslike a
boat. Out thebackof thetruckthecityof San Franciscois bouncingdown thehill,all
thoseendless staggersof bay windows,slumswitha view, bouncingand streaming
down the hill. One afteranother,electricsigns withneon martiniglasses lit up on
martiniglasses
them,theSan Franciscosymbolof "bar"- thousandsofneon-magenta
bouncingand streamingdown thehill,and beneaththemthousandsofpeople wheeling aroundto look at this freakingcrazed truckwe're in, theirwhitefaceserupting
- streaming
and bouncingdownthehill- and God
fromtheirlapelslikemarshmallows
knowsthey'vegotplentyto look at. (p. 1)
Also, consider the differencesin collaboration and role taking the following text
segments invite. While both texts deal with the same information,in one text, the
informationis presented througha conversation between two children, and in the
other text, the informationis presented in a more "straight forward" expository
style.
FLY
Lisa and Mike were bored. It was Saturdayand theydid not knowwhat to do until
Lisa had an idea. "I knowa gamewe can playthattheyplayin somecountries. . .
1. Itis notwithin
thescopeofthispapertocharacterize
thevariousmechanisms
bywhichwriters
Wewouldencourage
readers
toexamine
different
texts
forthemselves
andsomeofthe
engagereaders.
schemes
analytic
generated
byBruce(1981)andGibson(1975),amongothers.
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FLY
All overthe worldchildrenlike to play different
games. In some countries,children
enjoyplayinga gamecalled"Fly."
We have found that readers of the firsttextusually assume a sympatheticcollaboration with the writerand identifywith the characters.They view the game through
the eyes of the children and remain ratherneutral with respect to the author. Our
readers of the second text tend to have difficultyunderstanding the game at the
same time as they are critical of the author. They adopt a role more akin to an
observer who, lacking a specific angle, catches glimpses of the game without acquiring an overall understanding. Some of us have experienced a similar phenomenon as viewers of an overseas telecast of an unfamiliar sport (e.g., the game of
cricketon Britishtelevision). The camera angles provided by the Britishsportscasters are disorientingforthe native viewer.
Clearly a number of factorsmay influence the nature of a reader's alignment
and the extentto which his resulting interpretationis viable. A reader, as our last
example illustrated,might adopt an alignment which interfereswith how well he
will be able to negotiate an understanding. Sometimes a reader might adopt an
alignmentwhich overindulges certainbiases, predispositions, and personal experiences. Doris Lessing (1973) described this phenomenon in a discussion of readers'
responses to her The GoldenNotebook:
Ten yearsafterI wrote[it],I can get,in one week,threelettersaboutit. . . . One
to woman,and woman's
letteris entirelyabout the sex war,about man's inhumanity
to man, and the writerhas producedpages and pages all about nothing
inhumanity
else, forshe- but notalwaysa she- can'tsee anythingelse in thebook.
The secondis aboutpolitics,probablyfroman old Red likemyself,and he or she
writesmanypages about politics,and nevermentionsanyothertheme.
These two lettersused, when the book was- as it were- young,to be the most
common.
The thirdletter,once rarebutnow catchingup on theothers,is writtenby a man
or a womanwho can see nothingin it but thethemeofmentalillness.
But it is thesame book.
And naturally
theseincidentsbringup again questionsofwhatpeople see when
read
a
and
book,
they
whyone personsees one patternand nothingat all of another
pattern,and how odd it is to have, as author,such a clearpictureof a book, thatis
seen so verydifferently
by itsreaders,(p. xi)
Such occurrences should not be regarded as novel. It is this phenomenon of
reader-authorengagement and idiosyncraticresponse which has been at the center
of a debate among literarytheorists, some of whom (e.g., Jakobson and LéviStrauss 1962) would suggest that a "true" reading experience has been instantiated
only when readers assume an alignment which involves close collaboration with
authors. Others would argue that readers can assume a variety of alignments,
whether these alignments are constrained by the author (Iser 1974) or initiated
freelyby the reader (Fish 1970). They would rarelygo so far as to suggest the destructionof the text,but instead, as Tompkins (1980) suggested, they might begin
to view reading and writingas joining hands, changing places, "and finallybecoming distinguishable only as two names forthe same activity"(p. ii). We do not wish
to debate the distinctions represented by these and other theorists,but to suggest
Toward a Composing Model of Reading
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that there appears to be at least some consensus that effectivereading involves a
formof alignment which emerges in conjunction with a working relationship between readers and writers. In our opinion, this does not necessitate bridling
readers and writers to one another. Indeed, we would hypothesize that new insights are more likelydiscovered and appreciations derived when readers and writers tryout differentalignments as they read and write their texts. This suggests
spending time rethinking,reexamining, reviewing and rereading. For this type of
experience does not occur on a single reading; ratherit emerges only afterseveral
rereadings, reexaminations, and drafts. It is to this notion of reexamination and
revision that we now turn.
Revising
While it is common to think of a writeras a reviser it is not common to think of a
reader as someone who revises unless perhaps he has a job involving some editorial
functions.We believe that this is unfortunate.We would like to suggest that revising should be considered as integralto reading as it is to writing. If readers are to
develop some control over and a sense of discovery with the models of meaning
theybuild, theymust approach textwith the same deliberation,time, and reflection
that a writer employs as she revises a text. They must examine their developing
interpretationsand view the models they build as draft-likein quality- subject to
revision. We would like to see students engage in behaviors such as rereading
(especially with differentalignments), annotating the text on the page with reactions, and questioning whetherthe model they have built is what they reallywant.
With this in mind let us turnour attentionto revising in writing.
We have emphasized that writingis not merelytaking ideas fromone's head
and placing them onto the page. A writermust choose words which best represent
these ideas; that is, she must choose words which have the desired impact. Sometimes this demands knowing what she wants to say and how to say it. At other
times, it warrants examining what is writtenor read to discover and clarifyone's
ideas. Thus a writerwill repeatedly reread, reexamine, delete, shape, and correct
what she is writing. She will consider whether and how her ideas fittogether,how
well her words representthe ideas to be shared and how her textcan be fine tuned.
For some writersthis development and redevelopmentwill appear to be happening
effortlessly.For others, revision demands hard labor and sometimes several painful
drafts.Some rework the draftsin their head before they rewrite; others slowly rework pages as theygo. From analyses of the revision strategiesof experienced writers, it appears that the driving force behind revision is a sense of emphasis and
proportion. As Sommers (1980) suggested, one of the questions most experienced
writersask themselves is "what does my essay as a whole need forform,balance,
rhythm,and communication?" (p. 386). In tryingto answer this question, writers
proceed throughrevision cycles with sometimes overlapping and sometimes novel
concerns. Initial revision cycles might be directed predominatelyat topical development; later cycles might be directed at stylisticconcerns.
For most readers, revision is an unheard of experience. Observations of secondary students reveal that most readers view reading competencyas the ability to
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read rapidly a single textonce with maximum recall (Schallert and Tierney 1982). It
seems that students rarelypause to reflecton their ideas or to judge the quality of
their developing interpretations.Nor do they often reread a text either from the
same or a differentperspective. In fact, to suggest that a reader should approach
text as a writer who craftsan understanding across several drafts- who pauses,
rethinks,and revises- is almost contraryto some well established goals readers
proclaimforthemselves (e.g., that efficientreading is equivalent to maximum recall
based upon a single fastreading).
Suppose we could convince students that they ought to revise their readings
of a text; would they be able to do it? We should not assume that merely allowing
time forpausing, reflecting,and reexamining will guarantee that students will revise their readings. Students need to be given support and feedback at so doing.
Students need to be aware of strategiesthey can pursue to accomplish revisions, to
get things restartedwhen they stall, and to compare one draft or reading with
another. The pursuit of a second draftof a reading should have a purpose. Sometimes this purpose can emerge fromdiscussing a text with the teacher and peers;
sometimes it may come fromwithin; sometimes it will not occur unless the student
has a reason or functionalcontext for revision as well as help from a thoughtful
teacher.
Monitoring
Hand in hand with planning, aligning, drafting,and revising, readers and writers
must be able to distance themselves from the texts they have created to evaluate
what they have developed. We call this executive functionmonitoring.Monitoring
usually occurs tacitly,but it can be under conscious control. The monitor in us
keeps track of and controlover our other functions.Our monitor decides whether
we have planned, aligned, drafted,and/orrevised properly. It decides when one
activityshould dominate over the others. Our monitortells us when we have done
a good job and when we have not. It tells us when to go back to the drawing board
and when we can relax.
The complexityof the type of juggling which the monitor is capable of has
been captured aptly in an analogy of a switchboard operator, used by Flower and
Hayes (1980) to describe how writersjuggle constraints:
She has two important
callson hold. (Don't forgetthatidea.)
Fourlightsjust startedflashing.(Theydemandimmediateattention
or they'llbe lost.)
A partyoffivewantsto be hookedup together.
(Theyneed to be connectedsomehow.)
A partyof two thinksthey'vebeen incorrectly
connected.(Wheredo theygo?)
And throughout
thiscomplicatedprocessofremembering,
and connecting,
retrieving,
theoperator'svoice mustprojectcalmness,confidence,
and completecontrol,(p. 33)
The monitorhas one finaltask- to engage in a dialogue with the inner reader.
When writersand readers compose textthey negotiate its meaning with what
Murray(1982) calls the other self- that inner reader (the author's firstreader) who
continuallyreacts to what the writerhas written,is writingand will write or what
the reader has read, is reading and will read. It is this other self which is the
reader's or writer'scounsel, and judge, and prompter.This other self oversees what
Toward a Composing Model of Reading
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the reader and writer is tryingto do, defines the nature of collaboration between
reader and author, and decides how well the reader as writeror writeras reader is
achieving his or her goals.
A Summary and Discussion
To reiterate,we view both reading and writingas acts of composing. We see these
acts of composing as involving continuous, recurring,and recursive transactions
among readers and writers,their respective inner selves, and their perceptions of
each other's goals and desires. Consider the reader's role as we envision it. At the
same time as the reader considers what he perceives to be the author's intentions
(or what the reader perceives to be what the author is tryingto get the reader to do
or think),he negotiates goals with his inner self(or what he would like to achieve).
With these goals being continuously negotiated (sometimes embedded within each
other) the reader proceeds to take differentalignments (critic, co-author, editor,
character,reporter,eye witness, etc.) as he uses featuresfromhis own experiential
arraysand what he perceives to be arrayed by the author in order to create a model
of meaning forthe text.These models of meaning must assume a coherent,holistic
quality in which everything fits together. The development of these models of
meaning occurs from the vantage point of differentalignments which the reader
adopts with respect to these arrays. It is fromthese vantage points that the various
arrays are perceived, and their position adjusted such that the reader's goals and
desire for a sense of completeness are achieved. Our diagrammatic representation
of the major components of these processes is given in Figure 1.
Figure1
Some Componentsof theComposingModel of Reading
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Such an account of reading distinguishes itselffromprevious descriptions of
reading and reading-writingrelationships in several notable ways:
1. Most accounts of reading versus writing(as well as accounts of how readers
develop a model of meaning) tend to emphasize reading as a receptive
ratherthan productive activity.Some, in fact,regard reading as the mirror
image of writing.
2. Most language accounts suggest that reading and writingare interrelated.
They do not address the suggestion that reading and writing are multidimensional, multi-modal processes- both acts of composing.
3. The phenomenon of alignment as integral to composing has rarely been
explored.
4. Most descriptions of how readers build models of meaning fail to consider
how the processes of planning, drafting,aligning, and revising are manifested.
5. Previous interactional and transactional accounts of reading (Rosenblatt
1978; Rumelhart1980) give littleconsideration to the transactionwhich occurs among the inner selves of the reader and writer.
What our account fails to do is thoroughlydifferentiatehow these composing
behaviors manifestthemselves in the various contextsof reading and writing. Nor
does it address the patternof interactionsamong these behaviors across moments
during any reading and writingexperience. For example, we give the impression of
sequential stages even though we believe in simultaneous processes. We hope to
clarifyand extend these notions in subsequent writings.
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